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ABSTRACT  

There have been many SAS® Global Forum papers written about getting your data into SAS® from 
Microsoft Excel and getting your data back out to Excel after using SAS to manipulate it. But sometimes 
you have to update Excel files with special formatting and formulas that would be too hard to replicate 
with Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) or that change too often to make DDE worthwhile. But we can still 
use the output prowess of SAS and a sprinkling of Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) to maintain the 
existing formatting and formulas in your Excel file! This paper focuses on the possibilities you have in 
updating Excel files by reading in the data, using SAS to modify it as needed, and then using DDE and a 
simple Excel VBA macro to output back to Excel and use a formula while maintaining the existing 
formatting that is present in your source Excel file. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

SAS has multiple options when reading data from Excel and writing data to Excel.  Writing data has its 
limitations however, especially if you want to preserve specific formatting (colors, fonts, conditional 
formatting, formulas, etc).  This paper will focus on getting your data into SAS from Excel, manipulating it 
as needed, writing back to Excel and implementing a VBA macro to update other information in that sheet 
based on the data that was written out. 

 

OUR PROBLEM 

Let’s say we have a customer that obtains data from a free-form survey and inputs the data to Excel.  
They send it to you for analysis, but expect the same file back with their edits intact (highlighting, 
conditional formatting they have added, etc) and the updates you need to make.  They may even send 
multiple files that necessitate the ability to do this process automatically via SAS. 

 

Figure 1 

 

 Figure 1. Screenshot of an example file 
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Figure 2 

 

Figure 2.  Screenshot of another example file 

 

Our customer wants us to verify that the state capitals are accurate (which some clearly aren’t), but send 
the file back to them otherwise unchanged.  We can’t use PROC EXPORT, LIBNAME or DDE – we’d lose 
the very specific formatting our customer has in place.  And we can’t just update the “Update Field” easily 
because this field changes names across files.  First, let’s set up the VBA macro.  

 

CREATE VBA MACRO AND SAVE AS STAND-ALONE FILE 

Creating a VBA Macro is simple by using the Recording feature, but we don’t want to do that here 
because our input data can vary.  Instead, we can create a Macro manually by following these steps: 

 Open Microsoft Excel 

 Select “View”, “Macros”, then “View Macros” 

 Enter a name for your Macro then select “Create” 

 Enter text in Macro according to Figure 3. 

 Save the file as an .xlsb because you cannot save a macro in an .xlsx file 

 

Figure 3 

 

Figure 3.  Screenshot of VBA Macro 

 

1. We want to run the macro on the “ENTRY” sheet of our example files only 

2. VBA Formula looks up the number of cells populated in column C to create the VLOOKUP range 
where the output will be pushed to 

3. Column of the ENTRY tab that will serve as the input to the VLOOKUP 

4. Columns used in the VLOOKUP 
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READIN EXAMPLE FILES FROM EXCEL TO SAS 

libname file&num. EXCEL "C:\Data\SAS Paper\Example &num..xlsx" header=yes 
mixed=yes; /*Readin Excel file using LIBNAME*/ 
 
data file&num.; 
set file&num.."ENTRY$"n; 
run; 
 
libname file&num. clear; 

 

WRITE TO EXCEL FROM SAS USING DDE AND VBA MACRO TO USE A LOOKUP TO 
UPDATE DATA 

options noxwait noxsync;  
 
x "START EXCEL"; /*Open Excel*/ 
data _null_; 
x = sleep(3); 
run; 
 
filename cmds dde 'EXCEL|SYSTEM'; 
 
data _null_; /*Open Excel file with pre-programmed VBA macro*/ 
file cmds; 
put '[FILE-OPEN("C:\Data\SAS Paper\Macro.xlsb")]'; 
run; 
 
data _null_; /*Open file that needs to be updated*/ 
file cmds; 
string = '[FILE-OPEN("'||"C:\Data\SAS Paper\Example &num..xlsx"||'")]'; 
put string; 
run; 
 
data _null_; /*Create new worksheet*/ 
file cmds; 
put '[WORKBOOK.NEXT()]'; 
put '[WORKBOOK.INSERT()]'; 
run; 
 
filename sheet dde "EXCEL|Sheet1!R1C1:R100C1000" notab;  
 
data _null_; /*Print States and Capitals information to new worksheet in 
Excel*/ 
set states_capitals; 
file sheet lrecl=1000 notab dsd dlm='09'x; 
put state capital; 
run; 
 
data _null_; 
file cmds; 
put '[RUN("MACRO.XLSB!MACRO1")]'; /*Run VBA Macro*/ 
put '[ERROR(FALSE)]'; 
put '[WORKBOOK.SELECT("ENTRY")]'; 
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put '[SELECT("C4")]'; /*Select field that was updated that has the VLOOKUP 
formula*/ 
put '[COPY()]'; /*Copy field that was updated that has the VLOOKUP formula*/ 
put '[PASTE.SPECIAL(3)]'; /*Paste Values in same field to overwrite the 
VLOOKUP formula*/ 
put '[ERROR(FALSE)]'; 
put '[WORKBOOK.DELETE("Sheet1")]'; 
put '[SELECT("R1C1")]'; 
X = SLEEP(1) ; 
run; 

 

CONCLUSION 

Although this is a specific problem, hopefully it can allow you to think about options you have when you 
need to work with Excel – especially outputting while needing to maintain specific formats and updating 
data in multiple source while implementing a formula.  Unfortunately, you cannot create dynamic VBA 
macros in Excel via SAS, which is the reason why it has to be created separately and called by SAS.  If 
input files differ in the location of columns that need to be updated, separate macros would need to be 
created and called that reference the different columns.  This could still be done from the same SAS 
program, however, enabling you to update different files with different layouts at the same time. 
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